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Retold by Bill Bowler 

Illustrated by Zdenko Basic 

Ghost stories and tall tales have always interested Bill Bowler. 

This collection contains stories by two of the finest tellers of 

ghostly tales in English - Washington Irving and M. R. James. 

Also included are three excellent ghost stories by writers who 

are perhaps more famous for other types of tale - J. K. Jerome, 

Rudyard Kipling, and E. Nesbit. You will find exciting, sad, 

strange, and amusing stories in this book. But if you are easily 

frightened, be sure to read them in the light of day - not late 

at night, alone. 
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Washington Irving ( 1783-1859) was born - the youngest 
of I I children - in New York, the United States. He studied 
law, but worked for only a short time. He lived in Europe 
for many years, and was the first world famous American 
writer. He is best known as the writer of Rip Van Winkle and 
The Legend of Sleepy Hollow, also available as a Dominoes 
reader. 

Edith Nesbit ( 1858-1924) was born in London, England. 
She went to school in France and Germany where she was 
very unhappy. In I 871 she moved back to England and started 
writing. Edith married and had children, but also wrote. She 
is best remembered today for her children's stories, of which 
one of the most famous is The Railway Children ( 1906). 

Jerome Klapka Jerome ( 1859-1927) was born in 
Staffordshire in central England. His childhood was difficult 
as his parents were poor and died when he was I 3. He took 
jobs working for the railways, as a journalist, a teacher and 
an actor. He wrote stories all this time but he only became 
famous with Three Men in a Boat ( 1889), an amusing story 
of a boat journey on the river Thames. 

Montague Rhodes James (1862-1936) was born in Kent, 
England. He was a brilliant student at Cambridge University 
and later taught there. M. R. James also wrote some of the 

greatest ghost stories in English. He started writing them to 
amuse friends, and every Christmas Eve read a new story aloud 

to them. He published five books of ghost stories. 

Rudyard Kipling (1865-1936) was born in Bombay (now 
Mumbai) in India to English parents. He loved listening to Indian 
rhymes and stories as a child. When he was six he went to 
school in England. In I 881 he returned to live in India and 
started work as a journalist. He travelled widely as a journalist 
and a fiction writer; and lived in both the USA and England. 
His most famous book is The Jungle Book ( 1894). 
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1 You often find these things in ghost stories. Match the words with the pictures 

Use a dictionary to help you. 

a a grave 

b a candle 

c a churchyard 

d a coffin 

e a tomb 

f poison 

g a chapel 

2 Match the titles of the stories on the Contents page with these summaries. 

a Some dolls show the owner of an old doll's house a terrible story. 

b The ghost of a man's dead wife comes to warn him about something. 

c A young couple move to a country village. As Halloween gets near, they hear a 

terrible story about two knights whose marble tombs are in the church nearby. 

d A tumdsunie young rmm is on his way lo get marrietl when he is killetl. 

Later people see his ghost meet his future bride. 

e An old ghost hau�ts the house where �is love once lived. The people who 

live there plan to make him leave. 

3 Do you know any ghost stories? Tell a partner. 



The f41tb{HI �b111t 
l?!J J. K. Jerome

I was little more than a boy when I first met Johnson. I was 

home from school for the Christmas holidays and, because it 

was the night before Christmas my parents let me stay up very 

late. When I went to rp.y room that night and opened the door, 

I found myself face to face with Johnson, who was coming out. 

He passed through me and, giving a long low moan of great 

sadness, he disappeared out of the window by the stairs. 

For a moment I was very surprised. I was only a 

schoolboy at the time, I'd never seen a ghost before, 

and so I felt a little afraid about going to bed. But, 

thinking about it, I remembered ghosts could 

hurt only bad people, so I got under the bed 

covers and went to sleep. 

moan a low 

sad sound that 

someone makes; 

to make a low sad 

sound 



bringing depressing new� that will destroy his hopes and 

happiness?' he said to himself. 

On the other hand, he was very interested in meeting this 

young Katzenellenbogen woman whom people said was so 

beautiful, and who was kept locked away from the world 

in her father's castle. He-loved beautiful women, and 

he enjoyed adventures. 

Before leaving Wurtzburg, he arranged for the 

count' s funeral to take place in the cathedral, 

where several of Von Altenburg's relatives 

were buried. The rest he left to the young 

man's servants. 

cathedral a big 

important church 
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closing it well on our last visit, for we were the only people who 

came there except on Sundays. Then, suddenly, I remembered 

this was the day and the hour when the villagers believed 'the 

shapes in man-size marble' began to walk. 

I knew I had to go into the church. I planned to tell Mrs 

Dorman I'd seen the knights there at eleven o'clock on Halloween 

and that her tale was just a crazy story, nothing more. When 

I walked inside, everything was in darkness. 

As I went towards the eastern end of the church it seemed 

strangely larger. Then the moon came out and showed me the 

reason. The man-size marble bodies were gone! 
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whisky a strong 
alcoholic drink 
that is made in 
Scotland 

to hell with we 
say this when we 

think something is 
stupid or we don't 
care about it 

'Will you look at that!' he 

said, pointing. 'The hand on this 

one's broken.' 

He was right, but I was sure that the last 

time Laura and I had been there it had been perfect. 

'Perhaps someone was trying to steal them,' he said 

calmly. 

'That still doesn't explain what I thought I saw.' 

'Too much painting and too much of your old pipe explains 

that,' he laughed. 

'Let's go,' I said, feeling a little better. 'My wife will be worried. 

Come and have a glass of whisky with me. We'll drink to 

logical explanations, and to hell with ghosts.' 

'.All right. It's late. I'll go to old Palmer's in the morning,' he 

replied. Perhaps he thought that I needed his help more than 

Palmer's daughter. 



WORD WORK 

Find words in the pipe smoke, match 

them with the sentences, and show 

where they go. 

That man is an criminal. 

There's a lot of over the 

mountains this morning. 

If you shout in here, you'll 

hear an_A;ome back to you. 
echo 

He started running when he 

heard behind him. 

I'm because it's so cold! 

Let's have a hot drink. 

Imagine my when I saw 

the ghost! ................. . 

Can you show me a card? 
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t Q ;l1!Jiij I :9 Haunted homes 
1 Read about a haunted home and answer the questions. 

a Where is the building and what is it used for? 

b By which two names is the ghost known? 

c What is known about her past? 

d What kind of things does she do? 

e What does she look like? 

f How do people feel about her? 

(") '°' I'"\ Haunled Houses en Or�on 

I "" I !Cl J+l @ @ f, hnp;{/www.hauntedhouses.com 



GRAMMAR CHECK 

Defining relative clauses with who, what, .where, and when 

We use who to introduce relative clauses about people. 

Edith Nesbit was the author who wrote Man-size in Marble. 

We use what to introduce relative clauses about things. 

Children's stories are what she's most famous for. 

We use where to introduce relative clauses about places. 

London is the city where she was born. 

We use when to introduce relative clauses about time. 

1927 was the year when she died. 

We don't use commas with this kind of relative clause because the sentence is not 

complete without it. 

9 Complete these sentences with who, what, where, or when. 

P · t· a · wh�t J k 
·

a am in5 1s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ac en Joys. 

b Magazine stories are ............... Laura writes. 

c Brenzett's the village ............ Jack and Laura live. 

d Dr Kelly's the doctor ............... lives near them. 

e Jack's painting room is the place ............. Jack speaks to 

Mrs Dorman. 

f Mrs Dorman's the woman ... ......... cooks and cleans for 

Jack and Laura. 

g The church is the place ............... the two marble figures 

lie on their tombs. 

h Halloween is the night ............. the two marble figures are 

said to walk. 

Dr Kelly's the person ............. finds Jack in the churchyard. 

j A finger is ............. is missing from one of the figures. 

k A glass of whisky is ............. Jack offers Dr Kelly. 

The sitting room is the place ............. they find Laura. 

m Candles are ............. light the sitting room. 

n A grey marble finger is ............. the doctor finds in Laura's 

hand. 
81 
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A Tall Tale' is a story that's hard to believe, and 
the five tall tales in this book all tell of ghosts. 
Some have dark secrets buried in the past, others 
bring messages for the living. Some are laughable, 
some are sad� and some are just evil. 

Sometimes there's a logical explanation for the 
strangest happenings, but often things cannot be 
explained by logic alone. Either way, you're sure to 
find some frightening reading between the covers 
of this book. 

Illustrated by Zdenko Basic 

� This book is supported by a MultiROM, containing a complete 
\.:::.J dramatized audio recording of the story plus interactive activities. 
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